I made it through the rain
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Then one day the sun appears
And we come shinin' through those
rives. Then one day the sun appears,
And we come shinin' through those
rives. Then the sun appears
I made it through the rain, I
lone-ly years.
I made it through the rain, I
lone-ly years.
I made it through the rain, I
lone-ly years.
I made it
lone-ly years.
I made it
lone-ly years.
I made it
those lone-ly years.
I made it
shinin' through those lone-ly years.
I made it
kept my world protected. I made it through the rain. I kept my point of view. I made it through the rain, I kept, I kept my point of view.

Through the rain and found myself respected by the others who Got through the rain and found myself respected by the others who Got

Through the rain found myself by the others who Got I made it through the rain, by the others who

rained on too__ and made it through__
rained on too__ and made it through__
rained on too__ and made it through__
rained on too__ and made it through__

Got rained and made it through__ rained on too__ and__

When friends are hard to find And life seems so un-

made it through, I made it through. When friends are hard to

kind sometimes you feel afraid, Just aim beyond the

find and sometimes you feel afraid, Just

clouds and rise above the crowds and start your own parade.

aim beyond the clouds, rise above, and start your own pa-
'_Cause when I chase my fears away,
That's when I know that I could

'_Cause when I chase my fears away, my fears away, when I know that I could

rade. When I chase my fears away, my fears away, when I know that I could

rade. When I chase my fears away, I know

finally say, I made it

finally say, I made it

finally say, I made it through.

that finally say, I made it through.

I made it through the rain, I kept my world protected. I made it

I made it through the rain, I kept my world protected. I made it

I made it through the rain.

I made it through the rain,

I made it through the rain.

I made it through the rain,
through the rain. I kept my point of view I made it through the rain and

found myself respected by the others who Got rained on too And

through the rain, by the others who Got rained and

Repetir varias veces diminuendo hasta apagar el sonido.

made it through. And

made it through. And

made it through. I made it through. And
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